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Chapter II

The Typology and Chronology of Khersonesan Amphoras

In accordance with the principles of a fo3omalised system for
description and systematisation by a simple algorithm it became
possible to classify 123 whole and archaeologically whole Khersonesan
amphoras which have the full complement of features. The constructed
graph of classification (see Fig. 1) showed the existence of 5
independent Types of vessels (I, II, III, IV, V), within some of
which Variant types (A, B, B', and G) have been isolated already at
this stage of classification. Four isolated amphoras with a
unique complement of features, which it is more correct at present
to connect with free-form design (nrs 108—lll)<fl> are left outside
the limits of the Types.

==== 1. Here and further we give the ordinal numbers of the
amphoras under which they are indicated in the catlogue.
[Catalogue ' - . ^ r j „ "'^ncordance of M's
nuvit'=>T-- 2., ' trs] The
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1, Tables 1—14X7

TYPE I

leir affiliation

tributed

vion (Appendix

Variant I-A 17/17 specimens<f2> (Tables 1—3)
Variant I-B 58/79 specimens (Table 4)
Variant I-B' 9/4 specimens (Table 5)
Variant I-G 2/0 specimens (Table 6)

TYPE II

Variant II-A 17/20 specimens (Table 7)
Variant II-B 2/0 specimens (Table 8)
Variant II-B' 4/1 specimens (Table 9)

TYPE III

Variant III-A 3/1 specimens (Table 10)
Variant III-B 4/2 specimens (Table 11)

type IV 2/0 specimens (Table 12)

TYPE V 1/1 specimens (Table 13)
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The Typology and Chronology of Khersonesan Amphoras
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In accordance with the principles of a formalised system for
description and systematisation by a simple algorithm it became
possible to classify 123 whole and archaeologically whole Khersonesan
amphoras which have the full complement of features. The constructed
graph of classification (see Fig. 1) showed the existence of 5
independent Types of vessels (I, II, III, IV, V), within some of
which Variant types (A, B, B', and G) have been isolated already at
this stage of classification. Four isolated amphoras with a
unique complement of features, which it is more correct at present
to connect with free-form design (nrs 108—lll)<fl> are left outside
the limits of the Types.

==== 1. Here and further we give the ordinal numbers of the
amphoras under which they are indicated in the catlogue.
[Catalogue in Appendix 5 pl46 gives a concordance of M's
numbers with inventory/publication nrs trs] The
numeration given here is secondary since it has been

systematised by the results of the classification.
Exception was made for nrs 226-250, which were included
into an already-made scheme. •

The work which has been accomplished permitted us to
isolate the series of type-forming and variant features inherent
in each Type and Variant respectively. This in its turn created
an objective basis for distributing the entire remaining
collection of Khersonesan amphoras and large profiled fragments,
[p41] amounting to 127 specimens, by Types and Variants. The
amphoras were grouped into tables according to their affiliation
to the Variants which have been isolated, and distributed
themselves in the following quantitative correlation (Appendix
1, Tables 1—14).

TYPE I

Variant I-A 17/17 specimens<f2> (Tables 1—3)
Variant I-B 58/79 specimens (Table 4)
Variant I-B' 9/4 specimens (Table 5)
Variant I-G 2/0 specimens (Table 6)

TYPE II

Variant II-A 17/20 specimens (Table 7)
Variant II-B 2/0 specimens (Table 8)
Variant II-B' 4/1 specimens (Table 9)

TYPE III

Variant III-A 3/1 specimens (Table 10)
Variant III-B 4/2 specimens (Table 11)

TYPE IV 2/0 specimens (Table 12)

TYPE V 1/1 specimens (Table 13)
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Isolated 4/2 specimens (Table 14)

Sum total 123/127 = 250 specimens

==== 2. The numerator indicates the number of amphoras of the

basic collection classified by a simple algorithm, and the
denominator indicates the number of amphoras from the

additional collection distributed on the basis of the

variant features which have been isolated.

Apart from the selection of 250 amphoras already mentioned,
a series of whole and archeologically whole Khersonesan vessels,
not available to me because of their loss or for other reasons,

remained beyond the limits of classification.<f3> It is
impossible to identify them with any Type [p42] due to the
absence of parameters. Also 34 stamped necks and handles with
their rims preserved, which so far cannot be correlated easily
with one of the isolated variants (Appendix 3, Table 9), were
not included in the total number.

==== 3. Thus for example 4 amphoras including 2 with stamps of
Telamon and Nanon were found in 1952 by M.A. Nalivkina in
the excavations of Kerkinitis. Their drawings and
photographs have not been published; however the vessels
themselves have frequently been mentioned in the literature
(Nalivkina, M.A., "Trade Relations of Ancient Towns of the
North-West Crimea [Torgovye sviazi antichnykh gorodov
Severo-Zapadnogo Kryma]," <i>PISP<i> 1959 pl88; Borisova,
V.V., "Ceramic Stamps of Khersonesos and the Classification of
Khersonesan Amphoras ...," pl03 ff.) They were not found
in the collection of the EKM. Three more amphoras come from
the excavations in Khersonesos in 1908, 1936, 1947. The
first of them was published twice (Repnikov, N.I., Leper,
R.Kh., "Diary of the Excavations of the Khersonesan

Necropolis in 1908—1910 [Dnevnik raskopok khersonesskogo
nekropolia v 1908—1910 gg.]," <i>KhS<i> 1927 Nr II pl79
Fig. 36; Belov, G.D., "Amphoras from the Necropolis of
Khersonesos 5—4c BC [Amfory iz nekropolia Khersonesa V—IV
vv. do n.e.]," <i>IKAM<i> pi8 Fig. 2.5.) Two other amphoras
were published by R.B. Akhmerov and G.D. Belov (Akhmerov,
R.B., "Amphoras of Ancient Greek Khersonesos ...," pl67 f;
Belov, G.D., "Results of Excavations in Khersonesos for

1946—1950 [Itogi raskopok v Khersonese za 1946—1950
gg.]," <i>IADK<i> 1957 p239 Fig. 1.) Presently all of them
are absent from the Khersonesan preserve. This work also
does not include individual amphoras from the excavations
of the ground burials in the Azov Sea area and from
Scythian tumulus burials in the lower Dnieper area,
information about which may be met with in
<i>Archaeological Discoveries [Arkheologicheskie
otkrytiia]<i> and other publications.

The First Type of Khersonesan Amphoras

This Type includes 86 vessels from the main collection and
100 from the additional collection. This represents more than
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74% of the entire selection, which permits us to consider this
Type of containers to be the most wide-spread.

Vessels of the first Type are characterized by two most
important features, the correlations of the linear dimensions:
H_{1}/H_{0} ca 0.36 — 0.41 and H_{3}/D_{1} ca 0.38—0.55.
These amphoras differ from the other Types of Khersonesan
containers in their relatively small height of neck (H_{3}) and
of the entire upper part (H_{1}), and the smooth profile of the
shoulders and body of the vessels which gives them a unique
"pythoid" shape. The remaining features vary or characterize
groups of vessels within Variants.

Variant I-A includes 31 amphoras (nrs 1—15, 226, 230, and
nrs 114—128, 231, 232). These are very large vessels with a
capacity of from 23—30 litres, distinguished by a large body
diameter (D_{1} fluctuates ca 34—35 cm) which comprises about
half of the depth (D_{1}/H_{0} 0.51—0.56). The average value
of the depth is ca 65 cm, the height of the upper part ca 26
cm (Appendix 1, Tables 1—3).

There is no absolute unity within the Variant. There are
fluctuations in dimensions (D_{1}, d) and in some qualitative
features (presence or absence of slip and stamps). All this
permits us to isolate 4 Groups of amphoras within Variant I-A
the detailed characteristics of which it is necessary to
introduce by a small digression into the field of their
localisation.

The point is that out of the four Groups of containers
within Variant 1-A the first two (I-A-1 and I-A-2) are usually
assigned to the Bosporos and only the odd stamped amphora of
Group I-A-3 is considered undoubtedly Khersonesan. This
hypothesis about Bosporan or Pantikapaian amphoras was first put
forward by I.B. Zeest as applicable to 2 vessels found in

Adzhimushkai near Kerch and in [p43] the Karagadeuashkh
tumulus.<f4> I.B. Zeest argued her supposition from the fact that
the clay of these amphoras was similar to the clay of Bosporan
roof-tiles and, most important, with the clay of the stamps
isolated by L.A. El'nitskii into the Bosporan group.<f5> A
certain significance was attached also to the location.

==== 4. Zeest, I.B., "Excavations at Kimmerik in 1947—1949
[Raskopki Kimmerika v 1947—1949 gg]," <i>VDI<i> 1949 nr 3
plOO Fig. 7; <i>eadem<i>, "On the Question of Bosporan
Amphoras [K voprosu o bosporskikh amphorakh]," <i>AIB<i>
1952 1 pl59 Fig. 1; <i>eadem<i>, <i>The Ceramic Containers
of the Bosporos [Keramicheskaia tara Bospora]<i>, Moscow
1960 p26, 95 Table XVII, 36, b, g. The hypothesis was
supported by V.D. Blavatskii (<i>Agriculture in Ancient
States of the Northern Black Sea Area [Zemledelie v

antichnykh gosudarstvakh Severnogo Prichernomor'ia]<i>
Moscow 1953 pl55 f.. Fig. 78).

==== 5. El'nitskii, L.A. "On Bosporan Amphora Stamps [0
bosporskikh amfornykh kleimakh]," <i>VDI<i> 1940 nr 3—4
p318 f.

Jl Oif
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At the same time I.B. Zeest never regarded her hypothesis
as an absolute, perhaps she even doubted its soundness. It is
characteristic that, in analysing a series of amphoras from the
burial ground on the Northern Shore of Khersonesos which, as has
now become clear, is identical to those from Karagadeuashkh and
Adzhimushkai, she, following R.B. Akhmerov, G.D. Belov and S.F.
Strzheletskii,<f6> ascribed them to the production of Khersonesan
workshops.<f7>

==== 6. Akhmerov, R.B., "Amphoras of Ancient Greek Khersonesos
pl60 f; Belov G.D., and Strzheletskii, S.F., "Blocks

[sections of an excavation grid? tr.] XV and XVI
(Excavations of 1937) [Kvartaly XV i XVI (Raskopki 1937
g.)," <i>MIA<i> 1953 nr 34 p36; Belov, G.D., "Amphoras
from the Necropolis of Khersonesos pl9.

==== 7. Zeest, I.B. <i>Ceramic containers of the Bosporos<i> ..., p98.

However, as rather frequently happens, the hypothesis about
"Bosporan" or "Pantikapaian" amphoras very soon began to be
considered fully proved and not only by archaeologists who work
on the Bosporos.<f8> Even the point of view established earlier
on the Khersonesan origin of amphoras from the necropolis on the
northern shore of the ancient town has come into doubt. In the

latest summary of Khersonesan containers compiled by V.V. Borisova,<f9>
they are not listed.

8. See, for example, lakovenko, E.V., "Ancient Amphoras
Found in the Kiev Area [in Ukrainian]," <i>Archaeology<i>
Kiev 1964 vol 16; Gansova, E.A., "Complexes of Ceramic
Containers [Kompleksy keramicheskoi tary]," <i>MASP<i> 1966
nr 5 p76; Onaiko, N.A., "Ancient Imports in the Dnieper and
Bug Areas in 4—2c BC [Antichnyi import v Pridneprov'e i

Pobuzh'e V IV—II vv. do n.e.]," <i>SAI<i> 1970 nr Dl—27
pl09; Smirnov, K.F., <i>The Sarmatae and the Assertion of
Their Political Rule in Scythia [Sarmaty i utverzhdenie ikh
politicheskogo gospodstva v Skifii],<i> Moscow 1984 p53
Fig. 16.2.
9. Borisova, V.V., "Ceramic Stamps of Khersonesos ...,"
pl05 f. ']

However, doubts of the correctness of the Bosporan
localisation of this group of amphoras grew gradually. First of
all the entire acquired historical and archaeological material
did not give grounds for speaking of the wide-spread diffusion
of wine-making in late classical and early Hellenistic
Bosporos. On the contrary, it is known that wine-making, the
needs of which amphora production is called upon [p44] to meet,
developed here much later, probably not earlier than 3c
BC.<flO> The affiliation of these amphoras with the Bosporos
began to be objected to,<fll> particularly since the
argumentation of I.B. Zeest does not bear rigorous criticism.

==== 10. Shelov, D.B. <i>Coinage of the Bosporos in 6-2c BC
[Monetnoe delo Bospora VI—II vv. do n.e.]<i> Moscow 1956
p32 f; Gaidukevich, V.F., "Wine-making in the Bosporos
[Vinodelie na Bospore]," <i>MIA<i> 1958 nr 85 p363 f;
Kruglikova, I.T., <i>Agriculture of the Bosporos [Sel'skoe



khoziaistvo Bospora]<i>, Moscow 1975 pl91 f.
==== 11. Brashinskii, I.B., <i>Greek Ceramic Imports ...<i> p32 f.

Since I.B. Zeest based [her work] on the deductions of L.A.

El'nitskii, it is necessary to analyse once again the collection
he used. As it turned out, L.A. El'nitskii was familiar with
most of the material only through publications. Actually, the
unity, about which he writes, of the clay in the amphora stamps
does not exist at all. The coincidences of the names and their

abbreviations in the amphoras stamps with the names on Bosporan
roof-tile stamps which L.A. El'nitskii uses as the basic
argument are very rare, and, most important, these names are
very common in the ceramic epigraphy of a number centres. The
selection of L.A. El'nitskii turned out to be very
heterogeneous, we can find there stamps of the "Zenon group"
isolated by V. Grace, and of undetermined Mediterranean centres,
and, particularly important, it contains up to 30% monogram
stamps of Khersonesos.<f12> One conclusion begs to be
drawn the group of so-called "Bosporan" amphora stamps is
clearly not homogeneous and in essence is not a single group.
Consequently the localisation of the amphoras based on
similarity of clay is faulty as well.

==== 12. These are the identifications of V.I. Kats, who sorted
out this collection and kindly conveyed his conclusions.

As it turned out, the argument about the "find-spot" of the
amphoras was also shaken. The overwhelming majority of the
vessels, analogous to the majority of those from Karagadeuashkh
and Adzhimushkai, was found in Khersonesos and in its
<i>khora<i>: 6 amphoras were found in the necropolis in the
Khersonesan ancient town,<fl3> 6 in the tumulus burial-ground
Panskoe-I in the North-[p45]West Crimea,<fl4> and 2 amphoras in
Kerkinitis.<f15> They were also found in the lower Dnieper
area<fl6> and at the Elizavetovskoe burial-ground.<fl7> Thus at
present we have not merely two but eighteen single-type
amphoras which are characterized by a stable set of features.

==== 13. In the catalogue nrs 3, 4, 9, 115, 116, 119. Three of
them were found in 1936 in burials nrs 16, 43, 82 (Belov,
G.D., <i>Report on Excavations in Khersonesos for
1935—1936 [Otchet o raskopkakh v Khersonese za 1935—1936
gg.]<i> Simferopol' 1938 pl87 Fig. 33; Akhmerov, R.B.,
"Amphoras of Ancient Greek Khersonesos ...," pl60; Belov
G.D., and Strzheletskii, S.F., "Blocks XV and XVI ...,"
p36; Zeest, I.B. <i>Ceramic Containers of the Bosporos<i>
... p98; Belov, G.D., "Amphoras from the Necropolis of
Khersonesos ...," pl8 f.), one was discovered in the same
place in 1965 (Belov, G.D., "Amphoras from the Necropolis
of Khersonesos ...," pl9 Fig. 3.1). Amphoras nrs 116, 119
come from unknown burials of 1936.

===== 14. Amphoras nrs 1, 2, 5, 114, 117, 230 are from tumuli 34,
38, 41, 42, 48. Some of them have been published (Monakhov,
S.Iu, "Once More on Standards of Capacity ...," catalogue nrs
38, 39 Fig. 1-7).

==== 15. Amphora nr 6 was found by M.A. Nalivkina in 1953 at

the necropolis, amphora nr 118 was discovered by V.A.
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Kutaisov at the ancient town.

==== 16. lakovenko, E.V., "Ancient Amphoras ...," p200 Fig. 2;
Onaiko, N.A., "Ancient Imports ...," pl09 nr 578 Table II.

==== 17. Brashinskii, I.B., <i>Greek Ceramic Imports ...<i>
pp29, 122 nr 141, 142 Table VI.

Comparison of these vessels with container specimens,
synchronous or close in time, which are represented in the North
Black Sea Area indicates that "Pantikapaian" amphoras find their
closest analogy in one of the early groups of stamped
Khersonesan container products (Group I-A-3 of this
classification). Until recent times only one such amphora with

a stamp of the astynome Kraton discovered by R.Kh. Leper in
1914<fl8> was known. Now the collection has increasd to 13

specimens: 7 vessels from the excavations of the settlement
Panskoe-I,<f19> 5 from Kerkinitis and its surroundings,<f20> 1
from the Don Area,<f21> and one from Khersonesos. Seven

amphoras have stamps of the astynoraes Batillos, Kraton,
Sokritos, Eukleitos, and Athanodoros Nikiou which reliably
confirms the Khersonesan origin of this Group of containers.

The typological closeness of the undoubtedly Khersonesan and of
the so-called [p46] "Pantikapaian" amphoras is entirely
certain. Amphoras of the first and the third Groups are
particularly closely related, not only many parameters but also
the capacity about 30 litres are very close. Moreover a
stable combination of the shapes of the rim and toe is
characteristic for all of them (Appendix 3 Table 1, 2).

==== 18. In catalogue nr 14. It was found in the necropolis
beyond the West walls of the ancient town. See: Archive
GKhZ Case nr 97, nr 417; Akhmerov, R.B., "Amphoras of
Ancient Greek Khersonesos ...," pl61 Fig. 1; Zeest, I.B.,
<i>Ceramic Containers of the Bosporos<i> ... p98 Table
XXI.38a; Borisova, V.V., "Ceramic Stamps of Khersonesos
...," pl05 Fig. 3a, 4a, 5; Belov, G.D., "Amphoras from the

Necropolis of Khersonesos ...," pl8 Fig. 2, 4.
==== 19. In catalogue nrs 12, 13, 15, 121, 126, 226, 232. Some of

them have been published (Kats, V.I., Monakhov, S.Iu.,
"Amphoras of Hellenistic Khersonesos ...," p95 Fig. 2.1-2;
Monakhov, S.Iu., "Once More on Standards of Capacity
...," catalogue nrs 36—37, Fig. 1-8.)

===== 20. In catalogue nrs 122, 123, 124, 125, 127. On two of them

see: Borisova, V.V., "Ceramic Stamps of Khersonesos
...," pl06; Kutaisov, V.A., "House with Andron from the
Excavations of Kerkinitis [Dom s andronom iz raskopok
Kerkinitidy]," <i>SA<i> 1985 nr 3 pl82 Fig. 5-1.

==== 21. In catalogue nr 128. It was found in a rich Sarmatan
burial of tumulus nr 4 of the Sladkovskii burial-ground.
See: Smirnov, K.F., "'Amazon' of 4c BC on the Don
['Amazonka' IV v do n.e. na Donu]," <i>SA<i> 1982 nr 1

pl21 Fig. 5-2; <i>idem<i>, <i>The Sarmatae and the
Assertion of Their Political Rule <i> ... p53 Fig. 16-2;
Maksimenko, V.E., <i>Savromatae and Sarmatae on the Lower
Don [Savromaty i sarmaty na Nizhnem Donu],<i>
Rostov-on-the-Don 1983 p82 Fig. 17-6. K.F. Smirnov defines
it as Pantikapaian and V.E. Maksimento as Khersonesan,
quoting the opinion of I.B. Brashinskii.
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They differ in features of secondary importance: amphoras of
Groups I-A-3 and I-A-4, in contrast to the vessels of
the first two Groups, are stamped and always have a slip.

All of the above permits us rather confidently to consider
amphoras of the so-called "Bosporan type" as Khersonesan and join
them with the stamped vessels into Variant I-A.<f22> As for the
internal grouping of the Variant, it looks like this:

==== 22. The concentration of the finds of amphoras of this
Variant in Khersonesos and in its <i>khora<i> is quite
understandable because the internal market of the state was

satisfied first of all with its own cheap wine. At the same
time, finds of Khersonesan amphoras of this Variant in the
North-East Black Sea Area are not surprising. According to
the data of ceramic epigraphy, Khersonesan import to this
region was quite abundant precisely for the end 4c—beg 3c
BC. See: Kats, V.I., "External Trade in the Economy of
Ancient Khersonesos (5c—2c BC) [Vneshniaia torgovlia v
ekomonike antichnogo Khersonesa (V—II vv. do n.e.)],"
<i>Abstracts of Dissertations ... Candidature of Historical

Sciences [Avtoref. dis. ... kand. ist. nauk]<i>, Moscow
1967; Brashinskii, I.B., <i>Greek Ceramic Imports ...<i>
p93 f.

Amphoras of Group I-A-1 are characterized by a very wide
body (av. D_{1} = 34.7 cm), by a relatively small mouth (av. d =
8.9 cm), and also by such features as a complete absence of
slip and stamps. The capacity of the vessels, judging by the series
of [empirical] measurements, fluctuates around 30 litres, which
corresponds to a probable standard measure of capacity of 24
choinikes, 6 hemihekts or 1/2 medimnus.<f23> 15 amphoras have
been assigned to this Group, of which 7 are from the
burial-ground and settlement Panskoe-I,<f24> 5 from the
Khersonesan necropolis,<f25> 2 from Kerkinitis,<f26> and 1 from
the Kiev region<f27> (Appendix 1, Table 1; Appendix 2, Table I).

==== 23. Monakhov, S.lu, "Once More on Standards of Capacity of
Amphoras ...," pl64 Table III.

==== 24. In catalogue nrs 1, 2, 5, 114, 117, 230, 231.
==== 25. Nrs 3, 4, 115, 116, 119.
==== 26. Nrs 6, 118.
==== 27. Nr 120.

Amphoras of Group I-A-2 also were not stamped and not slipped.
In comparison with the preceding Group, they have a somewhat smaller
diameter of the body (av. D_(l} = 32.2 cm), but approximately the
same depth and diameter of the mouth. The full capacity of the
vessels is also smaller ca 23 litres, which corresponds to
a probable measure of 20 choinikes or 5 hemihekts.<f28> 5 amphoras
have been assigned to this Group: from the tumulus [p47]
Karagadeuashkh, from Adzhimushkai, from burial nr 82 in the
Khersonesan necropolis, and from the Elizavetovskoe
burial-ground<f29> (Appendix 1, Table 2; Appendix 2 Table II).

==== 28. Monakhov, S.lu, "Once More on Standards of Capacity of
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Amphoras pl64 Table III Fig. 1-6.
==== 29. In catalogue nrs 7, 8, 9, 10, 11.

Amphoras of the Group I-A-3 differ from the vessels of the
preceding two Groups in the presence of a slip, stamps on the
handles, and a somewhat larger diameter of the mouth (av. d =
10.3 cm) at the maximum, as in the first Group, diameter of the
body (av. D_{1} = 35.3 cm). The full capacity, as in amphoras
of I-A-1, is ca 30 litres which corresponds to a standard
measure of 24 choinikes or 6 hemihekts.<f30> 13 amphoras have
been assigned to this Group, of which 6 where found in the
settlement Panskoe-I,<f31> 3 in Kerkinitis,<f32> and 1 each in
Khersonesos,<f33> in the settlements "Chaika" and "Maiak" near
Eupatoria,<f34> and in the Sladkovskii burial-ground<f35>
(Appendix 1, Table 3; Appendix 2, Table III) . Half of the vessels
have stamps on the handles (Appendix 3, Table 2).

==== 30. Monakhov, S.Iu, "Once More on Standards of Capacity of
Amphoras ...," pl64 Table III Fig. 1-8.

==== 31. In catalogue nrs 12, 13, 15, 121, 126, 226, 232.

==== 32. Nr 123 (excavations of L.A. Moiseev 1917) and

nrs 125, 127 (excavations of V.A. Kutaisov).
==== 33. Nr 14

==== 34. Nrs 122, 124.

==== 35. Nr 128.

Group I-A-4 is isolated on the basis of a single
find amphora nr 226 from the Panskoe-I settlement. As on the
containers of the preceding third Group, it has a slip, and its
dimensions are similar except for the body diameter which is
somewhat smaller (D_{1} = 32.7 cm), which causes its smaller
capacity. Calculation of the volume of the vessel according to
a drawing gives a number of 23.6 litres, which corresponds to
the standard measure of 5 hemihekts conjectured for the
containers of Group I-A-2 (Appendix 1; Appendix 2 Table III).

In developing a chronology of the amphoras of Variant I-A
we can rely on stratigraphical observations, on the chronology
of the complexes from which they originate, and finally on the
chronology of the stamps known on vessels of the third Group.
We should probably begin with the last question.

R.B. Akhmerov and V.V. Borisova have already confidently
dated an amphora with a stamp of Kraton to the end of 4c
BC.<f36> According to the latest classification, astynomes
Kraton, Batillos, Eukleides, and Sokritos are [p48] magistrates
of the earliest group, dated to the end of 4c BC.<f37> The
stamp of Athanadoros Nikiou found on the amphora from the
"Maiak" settlement is put at the end of 3c BC according to this
classification.<f38> However, this date contradicts the
chronology of the settlement, which is limited by end 4c to 1/3
3c BC.<f39> To all appearances the astynome Athanodoros Nikiou
performed the magistracy no later than the border of the 70s—60s
of the 3c BC (Appendix 3, Table 2).<f40> Unstamped specimens
of the amphoras of Group l-A-3 [sic] as well as the single
vessel of the 4th Group are dated to approximately the same time
according to the complex of the accompanying material. Thus the



majority of the amphoras of this Group, as has been noted, comes
from the closed complexes U.6 and U.7 of the Panskoe-I settlement
which do not go beyond the limits of the 3/3 4c and 1/3 3c
BC.<f41>

==== 36. Akhmerov, R.B., "Amphoras of Ancient Greek Khersonesos
pl61; Borisova, V.V., "Ceramic Stamps of Khersonesos
pl06. In one of the latest works of G.D. Belov, this

vessel is dated to the beginning of the 5c BC ("Amphoras
from the Necropolis of Khersonesos p22 n.lO). This
date is not substantiated by anything and contradicts the
conclusions made earlier by the author himself. Most
likely what we have here is an annoying typographical
error.

==== 37. Kats, V.I., "The Typology and Chronological
Classification of Khersonesan Magistrate Stamps [Tipologiia
i khronologicheskaia klassifikatsiia khersonesskikh
magistratskikh kleim]," <i>VDI<i> 1985 nr 1 Table II. With
rare exception the chronological classification of V.I.
Kats will be used from now on.

==== 38. <i>Ibid<i>.

==== 39. Kolesnikov, A.B., "Ancient Peasant Estates near the
Eupatorian Lighthouse [Antichnye sel'skie usad'by u
Evpatoriiskogo maiaka]," <i>Vestnik MGU<i> 1984 series 8 nr
4 p85; <i>idem<i>., "Greek Agricultural Estates in the
Region of the City of Eupatoria [Grecheskie
sel'skokhoziaistvennye usad'by v raione g. Evpatorii],"
<i>Abstracts of Dissertations ... Candidature of Historical

Sciences [Avtoref. dis. ... kand. ist. nauk]<i>, Moscow
1985 pll.

==== 40. V.I. Kats considers that it is possible to move this
magistrate to the beginning of sub-group 2-b, having
established for it a lower border of the 60s of the 3c BC.
The opinion of A.B. Kolesnikov who assigned Athanodoros
Nikiou to the end 4c—beg 3c BC (Kolesnikov, A.B., "Ceramic
Stamps from Excavations near the Eupatorian Lighthouse
[Keramicheskie kleima iz raskopok u Evpatoriiskogo
maiaka]," <i>VDI<i> 1985 nr 2 p80 Table II) couldn't really
be supported because stamps of this astynome do not
correspond typologically to the earlier group.

==== 41. Shcheglov, A.N., <i>Polis and Khora [Polis i khora],<i>
Simferopol' 1976 pl34.

The matter of clarifying the chronology of the first two
Groups of Variant I-A is somewhat more complex. R.B. Akhmerov,
who considered the amphoras from the necropolis on the Northern
Shore of Khersonesos to be the earliest output of Khersonesan
containers, dated them to the mid 4c BC.<f42> l.B. Zeest
assigned the Karagadeuashkh amphora to the beg 3c BC on the
basis of the approximate date of the burial.<f43> Indeed the
Karagadeuashkh period was determined from the end 4c to beg
(1/3) 3c BC.<f44> Later, having in mind finds of [the same]
single type of sword and gorytos [quiver],<f45> Karagadeuashkh
was synchronised [p49] with Chertomlyk and the Melitopol'
tumulus and dated to the 4/4 4c BC.<f46> The latest research
seems to provide a basis for considering 340/330—275 BC as the
most probable date for the construction of Karagadeuashkh with
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the main emphasis on the lower border of the date.<f47>

42. Akhmerov, R.B., "Amphoras of Ancient Greek Khersonesos
pl60; Belov, G.D., "Results of Excavations in

Khersonesos pl94.

43. Zeest, I.B., <i>Ceramic Containers of the Bosporos<i>
... • p95.

44. Rostovtsev, M.I., "A Voronezh Silver Vessel
[Voronezhskii serebrianyi sosud]," <i>MAP<i> St. Petersburg

1915 nr 34 p92 f.; <i>idem<i>., <i>ScYthia and the Bosporos
[Skifiia i Bospor],<i> Leningrad 1925 pp370, 456.
45. Grakov, B.N., <i>Scythians [Skify]<i> Moscow 1971 pll8.
46. I.B. Brashinskii, "New Materials for Dating Tumuli of
the Scythian Tribal Aristocracy of the North Black Sea Area
[Novye materialy k datirovke kurganov skifskoi plemennoi
znati Severnogo Prichernomor'ia]," <i>Eirene<i> 1965 nr 4
plOl; Il'inskaia, V.A., Terenozhkin, A.I., <i>Scythia
7c—4c BC [Skifiia VII—IV vv. do n.e.]<i> Kiev 1983 pl36.
47. Alekseev, A.Iu., "On the Place of the Chertomlyk
Tumulus in the Chronological System of Burials of the
Scythian Aristocracy in 4c—3c BC [0 meste Chertomlykskogo
kurgana v khronologicheskoi sisteme pogrebenii skifskoi
znati IV—III vv. do n.e.]," <i>AS GE<i> 1984 nr 25 pp72,
74; <i>idem<i>., "Notes on the Chronology of Scythian
Steppe Antiquities of the 4c BC [Zametki po khronologii
skifskikh stepnykh drevnostei IV v. do n.e.]," <i>SA<i>
1987 nr 3 p36.

New finds make the chronology of amphoras of 1 and 2 Groups
of Variant I-A more precise. If I.B. Brashinskii has succeeded in
dating the Elizavetovskoe vessels only within a wide
range within the limits of the entire 4c BC,<f48> then amphora
nr 118 from Kerkinitis may be assigned to 3/4 4c BC according to
the accompanying material.<f49>

==== 48. Brashinskii, I.B., "Greek Ceramic Imports ...," p206 catalogue
nrs 141, 142.

==== 49. Information from V.A. Kutaisov.

Materials of the Panskoe-I settlement and burial-ground are
particularly important. From among the settlement finds of the
end 4c to 1/3 3c BC, these vessels are totally absent. This may
serve as an indirect basis for determining the upper border of
the output of these vessels. At the same time amphoras of Group
I-A-1 were found in children's burials of tumuli nrs 34, 38, 41,
42, and 48 of this burial ground, in combination with Thasian
biconical, Heraklean, Chian (?) "dunce-capped", and of
Solokha-II type vessels which are dated by analogies with the
Elizavetovskoe settlement within the limits of the first three
quarters of the 4c BC.<f50> Analysis of stratigraphical data
and black-glaze pottery permits us to determine a more narrow date
for these burial complexes 2/4-3/4 4c BC.<f51> Considering the
fact that black-glaze pottery, in contrast to the containers, is
accumulated for a longer period of time, it will be more
reliable to assign amphoras of Group I-A-1 from the Panskoe-I
burial-ground to the 3/4 4c BC. The chronology of the second Group
is determined as belonging to the same time.

z n
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==== 50. Brashinskii, I.B., "Greek Ceramic Imports catalogue

nrs 20-24, 80-113, 135-139, Tables II, IV, VI.
==== 51. The ceramic complexes of the burial-ground have been worked on

and prepared for publication by the author together with
E.Ia. Rogov and I.V. Tunkina.

Apart from morphological, epigraphical, and other methods of
dating, the chronology presented of the amphoras of Variant I-A
is reliably [p50] confirmed by the analysis of several ceramic
complexes of the 4c BC from excavations at Khersonesos.

In the well-dated fill of the well-fountain at the

foundation of the oldest defensive wall, which was erected,

judging by the stamps of Heraklea and Thasos, in the 70s-60s of
the 4c BC, there is not a single fragment of Khersonesan
amphoras.<f52> One may conjecture that they were not produced in
this period.

==== 52. The complex was discovered at the end of the 50s by
S.F. Strzheletskii. It was worked on by V.I. Kats. See

Kats, V.I., "Mass Material of the End of 5c—4c BC as a
Source for the History of Khersonesan Trade in the Late
Classical Period [Massovyi material kontsa V—VI vv. do
n.e. kak istochnik po istorii torgovli Khersonesa v
pozdneklassicheskuiu epokhu]," <i>Abstracts of Conference
Papers [Tez. dokl. konferentsii]<i>. Borisoglebsk 1966 pll
f.

In another complex of ceramics from Well B under Kiln 9,
studied by V.V. Borisova and V.N. Danilenko in 1957, and dated
to the 70s-40s of the 4c BC, several inexpressive fragments
of amphora walls may conjecturally be assigned to Khersonesan
production.<f53>

==== 53. GKhZ, collection 9, inventory number 35582. The
collection was worked on by V.I. Kats, materials not
published. See: Borisova, V.V., "Report on the Excavations
of Pottery Workshops in Tavridian Khersonesos in 1957
[Otchet o raskopkakh goncharnykh masterskikh v Khersonese
Tavricheskom v 1957 g.]," Archive GKhZ Case nr 733
sheet 6 f.

And only in the fill under the ancient theatre, which was
built no later than the 20s of the 4c BC,<f54> was there
inventoried a certain number of characteristic sharp-edged massive
toes of amphoras, basically peculiar to the vessels of the first
and second groups of Variant I-A of this classification.<f55>

==== 54. Zedgenidze, A.A., "Investigation of the North-West
Section of the Ancient Theatre in Khersonesos [Issledovanie
severo-zapadnogo uchastka antichnogo teatra v Khersonese],"
<i>KSIA<i> 1976 nr 145 p33.

==== 55. The materials have not been published. O.E. Dombrovskii
and A.A. Zedgenidze kindly gave me an opportunity to
become acquainted with them.
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Thus all of the material under investigation in its entirety
allows us to assign the beginning of amphora production in
Khersonesos to the beginning of the 2/2 4c BC. The very first
issue of the containers was amphoras of Group 1 of Variant I-A,
the standard measure of capacity of which was equal to 24
choinikes or 6 hemihekts. Containers of the following 2nd Group

of this Variant were actually a modification of Group 1. Due to
the decrease in the body diameter these vessels have a smaller
standard measure of capacity of 20 choinikes or 5 hemihekts.
Having appeared apparently simultaneously with, or a little
later than, amphoras of Group 1, they co-existed with
it.

Amphoras of Groups 3 and 4 of Variant I-A signify a new
stage of production connected with the appearance of the
practice of stamping and slipping the vessels which was then
retained for the duration of almost the entire Hellenistic

period. They repeat the same measures of capacity of 6 and 5
hemihekts. However we may suppose that [p51] standard
dimensions of the prototypes of the amphoras of these Groups

were specified not in the Ionic, as in the first and second
Groups, but in the Attic system of linear measures.<f56> They
have an increased mouth diameter, a somewhat decreased general
height, and a certain noticeable evolution in the general
shaping of the profile of the vessel, and in the profile of the
toe.

==== 56. Monakhov, S.Iu., "Once Again on the Standards of
Amphora Capacities ...," pl66.

58 whole and archaeologically whole amphoras (Appendix 2,
Tables IV-XI) are assigned to Variant I-B according to the graph
of classification by a simple algorithm (see Fig. 1). Four
variant features are isolated: D_{1}, H_{1}, H_{3}/D_{1},
D_{1}/H_{0}. These vessels, first of all, differ from Variant
I-A by the smaller body diameter (av. D_{1} = 28.3 cm) and by
several other correlations of linear dimensions (Appendix 1,
Table 4). It is natural that the standard measure of capacity
for amphoras of this Variant was also smaller and most likely
comprised 16 choinikes or 4 hemihekts.<f57>

==== 57. <i>Ibid.<i> Table III.

Another 79 basically fragmented vessels from the additional
collection are assigned to this Variant on the basis of isolated
variant features (Appendix 1).

Amphoras of Variant I-B, like all other kinds of Khersonesan

containers, in accordance with the established tradition, were
stamped in a certain proportion and all without exception have
a slipped surface.

This Variant of amphora containers is the most
representative and in our selection it comprises more than half
of the entire number of vessels. The linear dimensions of these
amphoras fluctuate quite considerably, in comparison with
Variant I-A, around average values. Particular doubts in the
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unity of this Variant may be caused by the fluctuations in the
values of the features: H_{0} = 57.0-70.7 cm, D_{1} = 26.4-31.8
cm, H_{1} = 20.0-28.0 cm, and some others.

In order to test the consistency of uniting these vessels
into one variant, we calculated the sizes of the standard
deviations for all features with "doubtful" fluctuations in

values. The testing showed that at <g>s<s>H_{0} = 2.33 cm
practically all values of H_{0} from the basic collection of 58
amphoras of Variant I-B (av. H_{0} +/- 3<g>s<g> = 51.7-71.1 cm)
fit into the permissible limits +/- 3<g>s<g>. The values of the
body diameter in the same selection fit, with 3 exceptions, even
within the limits +/- 2<g>s<g> (av. D_{1} +/- 2<g>s<g> =
25.8-31.8 cm). The same results are obtained for linear

dimensions H_{1}, H_{2}, H_{3}, and H. In other words there is
no doubt that all the values of the variables (H_{0), D_{1}, and
others) are located within the limits of the permissible range
av. X +/- 2<g>s<g> or av. x +/- 3<g>s<g>, and the existing
scatter [p52] of the results does not contradict the law of
normal distribution (Appendix 1, Table 4). Anticipating a
little, I will note that the body diameters of the amphoras of
the following Variant of Type I (I-B') do not fit into the range
of values permissible for Variant I-B and neither do the values
of D_(l} of the preceding Variant I-A.

Apparently we can come to the conclusion that this selection
of 85 vessels of the basic collection and 79 vessels of the

additional collection contain a homogeneous mass of vessels which
it is permissible to isolate into a separate Variant I-B of our
classification.

At the same time the very fact of the presence of such a
range of values of features requires some explanation. Most
likely the basic reason lies in the bulk nature of the
production of this type of containers which were produced, as
will be shown later, from the end of 4c BC to at least the end
of 3c BC. The wide circle of ceramic master-potters engaged in
this production and the difference, natural in this connection,
in their professional training, undoubtedly should have caused
some deviations from the established model standard both in the
linear dimensions and in the profiled parts. It is also
indicative that precisely on the containers of the Variant under
observation we most frequently come across the traces of haste
in production: bad kneading of the clay, which sometimes led to
layering and swelling in the walls of a vessel, low quality slip,
asymmetry etc.

The date of the issue of the amphoras of this Variant is
well-established on the basis of the stamps on the handles and on
the necks of the vessels, and of the chronology of the complexes in
which they were found.

The largest selection of amphoras of Variant I-B comes from
the excavations of buildings nrs 6 and 7 of the Panskoe-I
settlement and of the burial of the same name (65

specimens).<f58> An overwhelming number of vessels are not
stamped but there are 9 amphoras with stamps of the astynomes
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Batillos, Sokritos, Herodotos, Apollonios, Eukleitos, Sopolis,
Alexander, and with a the monogram <g>AE<g> lig, (<g>E<g> retr)
(Appendix 3, Table 3). Moreover over 100 stamped amphora
handles were inventoried in the same place which permitted us to
make the chronology of some Khersonesan magistrates more
precise. On the whole, the amphoras from this monument [site] ^
can be dated by the complex of material [p53] to the end of
4C-1/3 3c BC, including, naturally, the stamped vessels as
well.<f59>

==== 58. Amphoras nrs 16-27, 39, 41, 44, 46, 53-56, 58-61,
65, 137-139, 144, 150, 152, 153, 166-171, 173-176, 182,
183, 187-197, 199, 200, 231-240.

==== 59. Shcheglov, A.N., <i>Polis and Khora ...<i> pl32; Kats,

V.I., Monakhov, S.Iu., "Amphoras of Hellenistic
Khersonesos ...," p90; Kats, V.I., "The Typology and
Chronological Classification ..." plOl Table II.

In the the pottery workshops investigated by V.V. Borisova in
the 50s in Khersonesos, 2 amphoras with full profile and 8
fragmented amphoras of Variant I-B were found (Appendix 2/ Table
VI).<f60> The director of the excavations dates the entire
industrial complex to the end of 3c-l/2 2c BC.<f61> In her
opinion the ergasterias perished during the first skirmishes
between Khersonesos with the Scythians, which she assigns to the
beg 2c BC. As an additional argument the date of the first
burials in the necropolis, which overlapped [spanned] the
workshops, is cited mid 2c BC.

60. In catalogue nrs 28, 29, 154-159, 165, 172.
61. Borisova, V.V., "Pottery Workshops of Khersonesos
[Goncharnye masterskie Khersonesa]," <i>SA<i> 1958 nr 4
pl44 f; <i>eadem<i>, "Ceramic Production of Ancient

Khersonesos (on the Materials of the Excavations of
Ergasterias at the End 4c—2c BC) [Keramicheskoe

proizvodstvo antichnogo Khersonesa (po materialam raskopok
ergasteriev kontsa IV—II vv do n.e.]," <i>Abstracts of
Dissertations ... Candidature of Historical Sciences
[Avtoref. dis. ... kand. ist. nauk]<i>, Leningrad 1966
pl6.

Serious objections against such a dating of the workshops have
already been expressed in the literature.<f62> The necropolis in this
place appeared for sure not earlier than several decades after
the destruction of the industrial complex. It is hard to
imagine organising a cemetery on the recently charred
ruins.<f63> Moreover at present it has been firmly established
that the first Scythian-Khersonesan conflicts begin not at the
beg 2c BC and not even at end 3c BC, but at the beg 3c BC. This
fact has been established by investigations of recent years
in the settlements of the Khersonesan khora in the North-West
Crimea.<f64> The topography of buried hoards of the 1/2 3c BC
testifies to the alarming conditions around the city
itself.<f65> Of course, this does not mean that the workshops
perished at the very beginning of the conflict; theoretically it
could have happened later. Now we have opportunities for making
the date of the destruction of the production [p54] complex more
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precise. Although, as is known, stamped amphoras were not found
in the actual kilns, 2 necks of amphoras of Variant I-B with
stamps Nanon and Heroxenos on the handles (catalogue nrs 155,
157) were found in location A of the first workshop. According
to a whole series of new complexes these astynomes are
confidently dated to the end of 4c-very beg 3c BC.<f66> It is
true, we should take into account the fact that the stamps
belong to the period of the functioning and not of the destruction
of the workshops; however, judging by the reports,<f67> we may
suppose that they are not much older than the amphoras from the
kilns. On the whole, one gets the impression that the ceramic
workshops of the excavations of 1955-1957 perished in the 1/2
3c BC,<f68> and most likely closer to the middle of this
century. General historical considerations in principle do not
contradict, but on the contrary, confirm this date. It is well
known that, in the case of military conflict, the city
surroundings, including such fire hazardous productions as
ceramic, metallurgical, and others, which were built beyond the
city walls, suffer first.

===== 62. Shcheglov, A.N., "Review [Retsenziia]," <i>Transactions

of the Khersonesan Museum [Soobshcheniia Khersonesskogo
muzeia]<i> nr IV ... pl75; Kats, V.I., Monakhov, S.lu,
"History and Prospects ...," p84.

==== 63. Mikhlin, B.Iu., "On Studying Khersonesan Ceramic Stamps
[K izucheniiu khersonesskikh keramicheskikh kleim],"

<i>VDI<i> 1979 nr 2 pl46.
==== 64. Shcheglov, A.N., <i>North-Western Krimea in the Ancient Epoc

[Severo-Zapadnyi Krym v antichnuiu epokhu],<i> Leningrad 1978 pl28.
==== 65. Gilevich, A.M., "Chronology and Topography of Buried

Hoards of Khersonesan Coins of 4c-2c BC and Some Problems

of Scythian-Khersonesan Relations [Khronologiia i

topografiia kladov khersonesskikh monet IV-II vv. do n.e. i

nekotorye voprosy skifo-khersonesskikh vzaimootnoshenii],"
<i>Brief Abstracts of Papers given at the Scientific
Conference "Ancient Cities of the Norther Black Sea Area

and the Barbarian World [Kratkie tezisy dokladov k nauchnoi
konferentsii "Antichnye goroda Severnogo Prichernomor'ia i
varvarskii mir],<i> Leningrad 1973 pll.

==== 66. Kats, V.I. "The Typology and Chronological Classification ...,"
Table II.

==== 67. Borisova, V.V. "Reports on the Excavations of Pottery
Workshops in Tavridian Khersonesos for 1955-1957 [Otchety o
raskopkakh goncharnykh masterskikh v Khersonese
Tavricheskom za 1955-1957 gg.]," Archive GKhZ Cases nr 710,
730, 733; <i>eadem<i>, "Pottery Workshops of Khersonesos
. . .," pl44 f.

==== 68. Monakhov, S.Iu., "Production of Amphoras in Hellenistic
Khersonesos [Proizvodstvo amfor v ellinisticheskom
Khersonese]," <i>VDI<i> 1984 nr 1 pl22.

The third large of complex of containers of the Variant I-B ....

[To be continued]
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Dear Dr. Pecirka, '

Let ma say once mora hois grateful •«» were to you, my sister and brother-in-law

and I, for your kindness to us during our visit to Prague, for meeting us and

helping US to find a taxi, and for showing us the wonderful Prague oastle. My special

thanks and greetings also to Madame Pecirka for the delicious dinner and pleasant

evening at your apartment.

On the proposed studies of your student, whom I met that evening: I have looked

up the records we have of etsunps of the '^hersonesan class found during our investi

gations of stamped handlesf^n the eastern »editerranean area. Those I have identified

as from Chersonesos are few, and are remarkably concentrated as to finding-olace;

Byzantion, 1: Istanbul Museum no. 6677. See ^^eaperia Suppl. VIII, pi.19, 4,

pi.29, 12, and see text, pp.185, 188. This is a whole stamped jar.

^elos, 2: for TD 4603 (bis), see B.C.H. 1952, pi,XXVI and text p. 539, no.39}

for TD 7044, see the Delos final volume 27 (now being printed), p.284,

note 1.

Palestine (Caesaria), 1: see Revue biblique 1963, pp.556-558, no. 16 (reading

to bo corrected)

Rhodes, 1; unnumbered and Andociphered - we have only a rubbing of the stamp.

.-T- 'n -s ••j-"- '-i' ."Vvf ;'•

•; *, •J l^t-r-V.-'f'̂ T' >'' •'•' •• '••'' '•'. '* ''

\;

Athens, from excavations, 6: of which 5 are fnom the Agom.
One of the N.Museum items is an amphora with (undociphered)

Athens ? in the National riuseum, 7. (Not all handles in the Athens National\staiim

Museum are from Athens, but in this case, given the rest of our figures, it seems likely

90,000), we have identifiedAlexandria: in the huge collections there (*«ne

no examples of this class^

y*". • ••i'itt.-"'- :i ' ., .^1



"•••.•.*^. r :-•• • -L- '•V"L«y .'S!'**.'. " • • - . . .•

« 1 • " : - ' ' •• • S'- •• • • "J

'.a- •oi." .•i'..'.«f. 'r> " . The 18 listed above are in fact all I find on file viith us, except for a couple

K..; entered from Russian publications because there were photographs given.

:v.A"V
-.' V. Our evidence on dating: 3 out of the 5 Agora handles come from the same dspsxitx

of
l'- ' '"H/

' filling (one not easy to describe, ±» which I may just give you its name for identi-
1,

•-r fication purposes, Q 10 : 1), This filling lias been dated tentatively in the last

quarter of the 4th century.^ha Cheesonaaan (SS 11485, 11497 and 11498) may all be

"v. attributable to Akhmerov's Group I, which he dates 320-250 B.C., according to ray

investigations which are all via Oanarache. That is, I have not read any of Akhmerov's

articles, but Ganaracha lists the Charsoneaan names given by Akhmarov, with A.'s

dates, and I have looked up our stamps in Canamche's lists.

Anybody vjho iwants to work seriously on Ghorsonosan stamps would want to read

fO

Sail Akhmerov's articles, which I note in Vestnik 1947 (pp. 160 ff,). 1949 (pp.99 ff.K
C

^ ,1951 (pp.325 ff.). J^ridik's Hermitage catalogue (1918), p. 103, describes the incuse
q « ^

m
u

-ri

M

U

^stamps that are usually chajracteristic (perhaps these are only the earlier ones?).

^Cf, Rostovteev, Social and Economic History of the ^ellenisttViorld, p.1331, note 43,
tri

>

» for Eoma references. it is possible thai: wo have here filed as Sinopean some of
to

®^ the non-incuse (later?) Chersonesan stamps. One of these is included in the five

mentioned from the Agora: SS 9171, which seems to belong to Akh.'s Group IV.

Note that Zeest's 1960 volume on anphoras from Bosphoros insludes (pp.97-99)
h

<g not only a discuEsion of amphora shapes but also some further references to earlier
a

studies of the stamps, which seom to have been isolated as a group as early as the
5
•*' '80s of the past centuiy. She has some comments on Akhmerov's work.

g
5,^ I seem to remember that you were interested in oil-presses, so I enclose three

photoB which I took in Anavysos in 1956, on an excursion with £. Vanderpool and ot ers.
JS
+>

•sg You loiow that •'̂ rofessor and Mrs. I '̂eritt are here this year, and they were very

glad to have news of you, and wished to send you their greetings.

Under separate cover I am going to send you scsne offprints of articles of

mine which you or your students may find it convenient to have.
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;:7 irCffc^-r Xhersonesos amphoras (page 97). /o.o\
tb>.uJAi-- (IV - II c. BG) (Plate XXI, 38, 39, Vo, J+1).

^frr . 6 7 7 j } /.
UJJ-. X 7

IThe seallngs of Khersonesos amphoras srm-R!vriim-rwere classi
fied as a separate group as long ago as the eighties of the past century,
by V, N. Yurevich (2^, and they were collected and subjected to
special-study by I. Makhov. (208),

Khersonesos containers w^re put out from the iuagnaamlrngmEifi
end of the IVth inmbkaxioagiEmmKgxm^^^ or beginning of the Ilird
to the end of the Ilnd century BCvSi. B. Akhmerov, who was the first
to attempt their classification, undertook the study of the shapes of
Kharsonenos amphoras.(21^•

Of late years, in connection with new discoveries of potters'
workshops in the Khersonesos, our knowledge of Khersonesos ceramic
containers has been considerably broadened. Cgll).

!| R. B. Akhmerov carried out a major and useful task in assigning
1 credentials to and in dating the amphoras preserved in the stores of

the Khersonesos museum, but the classification which he proposed has
not been entirely felicitous because it does not adhere consistently
either to a chronological or to a typological principle. We permit
ourselves to re-group to a slight extent the material which he has
worked over, retaining basically the chronology proposed by this author.

One must assigns to the earliest level two types of xpikmx amphora
found in the Kaska Kersonenos cemetery end of the Vth century
or the first half of the IVth century BCv^^^o this^ame period belong

^^^^the amphoras manufactured as imitations of those of ^
later types, of the end of the Ilird and of the

^ ^ %^I^d century BC, there belong amphoras with the of Istron
^ perhaps Istria?V, similar to those found in 1900, and others from
kilns excavated in 1956-57.

The clay of these ceramic manufactures is not of a single sort.
The color of the body is red, sometimes withe a yellowish tinge. In

! s the fractures of a majority of the sealed handles, side by side with
white opaque lime elements, there are discernable black inclasions of
some size (pyroxene). While the second sort are not always encountered,
the first are inevitably present every time. Apparently the raw material
for^the^^mnufacture was taken from various clay deposits near Khersonesos.
ZAt thisNg^nt, since I come to a nfew^ajor subdivision on page 98
which you ha>s.^t expressly pointed outNt;o me as included in the trans
lations you want>i;have stopped so as not perhaps to do xa too much:
but the subject matt6K4;^m he^e on appears t^ part of what has gone
immediately before and l"Wd think you would^ it, too. If so
let me know and I shall be gl^d^to go onT"/
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I After talking to you on the phone Monday I go on from the
central heading in the first coluinn of page 98j

Khersonesos amphoras

••»

m (IV - II c. BC.) (Plate XXI, 38 - 41).

First type of Khersonesos amphoras (IVth c. BC)

•V'/
K '

An amphora was found in 1914 during the excavations at
the western ojiter wall of the Khersonesos necropolis (catalog
No 417) (21^ (Plate XXI, 38 a). It has a very hroad
hodyt the di^er at the hhoulder heing 38 cm. with ^ over
all height of 68 cm. The neck is short, straight,^d euds in
a roller-shaped rim, overhanging slightly at the sides. Prior
to firing a shallow furrow was made on the neck with a sharp
instrument. The handles are oval in cross-section. Their
length is 14.5 cm. At the point where they curve out is the
-seai-lng-'/ Krat /onos iA_/ stynomou.

The foot is small cylindrical, with a recess^^p^eath.
An amphora of analogous shapeiji hut without seiH-ng, comes

from burial No. 43 (5^ of the Khersonesos necropolis for
1936 ( catalog No. 2 4777), It was found In the uppemost
stratum and is assigned to the middle of the IVth c. BC.
Ah amphora closely related as regards shape comers from
the Elizavetovo mound necropolis (XXI, 38 b).

Second type of Khersonesos amphoras

(IVth c. BC).

In the Khersonesos necropolis there has been brought to
light still a further type of local amphoras which may be dated
not later than the middle of the IVth c. BC by reason of the
circumstances of the find.

In burial No. 82 ( of the 1936 excavationsj 1^5) there
was found an unstamped*amphor^a ( XSat XXI, 39 a), rtrhas a
short neck with a roller-shaped rim, Just like that on the
above described type, but the body is less broad and approaches
the egg-like shape. The heigtit of the vessel is 5K 71 cm.;
the diameter at the shoulders is 35 cm. The foot is cylindrical,
broadening in its lower part, and more massive than in the
amphoras of the first type; its breadth comes to 7.2 cm.
The bottom of the foot is flat, but in other amphoras of this
type there is ordinarily a shallow but broad recess under the
foot. In its shape the foot reminds one of that on the Bos-

uSsUped X"ok'Sa°3*b?S{ight to light In



io^os

burial No. 16 (1937 excavations) (2^ and
from the date of the necropolis It should he a^lgned-t^
the IVth c. BC. The height of the vessel is ahout 72-cm...

fo the same group of products of the IVth c. BC there should
he assigned the amphoras having a longer straight neck and a
hetter-Kproportioned conical hody. One unstamped amphora
found in hurial No. 12 (excavations of 1937) (217). Its hei^t
(without foot) was 68 cm.,its diameter at the shoulder was
cm., and the length of the neck was 23 cm. The constant furrow
on the latter and the contouring of the rim give it a similarity
with amphoras of the ahove-descrihed type. There exist Tgngigygtrafln
examples preserved altogether intact, in which^the foot confirms
their belonging to the second group. One of the vessels is inthe Khersonesos museum (21^ (XXI, 39 h). XIt is imsealed and
it has no precise credentials. The neck is straight, ra her
long (23 cm.), and decorated witha furrow as usual. The rim
is small, of rounded shape, and has heen accentuated heneath
hy means of a sharp instrument. The foot is cylindrical,
broadened at its end, and it has a small recess underneath.
The laiHEinxfiik overall height of the vessel is 72 cm., and the
^iamtter is 32 cm.

The third type of Khersonesos amphoras
(III - Ilnd c. BC).

A later type of of Hellenistic Khersonesos amphoras was
known prior to the most recent excavations at Khersonesos,
thanks to the finding in 1928 of 28 amp^ras in the complex
of a firing kilm of the Ilnd c. BC.

The upper part of one of these ampooras with the stamp
of the astiAomos of Istron J_ Istria__/Ki or, the stamp of the
astinomos whosa.name was Istron_/ is preserved in the Kherson
esos museum. (220). The neck Is short, it broadens downward,
and it has a furrow scratched on before firing. Its diameter
(8-9 cm.) is less than id the early types. The greatest dia
meter of the body is at the shoulders -29 cm.

The upper part of another amphora (221) with a stamp of
Kherogeit was found near a kiln in 1900;"l.t repeats the pro
portions of the foregoing vessel - they have sloping shoulders,
the diameter of the neck is less, and the rim is flatter, than
in the early types.

R. V, Akhmerov offers a reconstruction of this type of s
stamped amphoras with the assistancse of another fragment from
the Khersonesos museum. A body with the foot and the lower
part of the neck has been preserved there. The credentials
have been lost a (^22). The trunk is elongated and egg-shaped.
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The neck is broader in its lower part and it runs smoothly into
the sloping shoulders, the breadth of which comes to 29 cm,
and corresponds to the breadth of the stamped amphoras referred
to above. The £)ot ends in a ring-shaped roll, and there is a
biH broad recess beneath the base.

Ah unstamped amphora of just the same sort and of full
shape ±mxib is in the Khersonesos museum; it comes from the
Elizavetino necropolis S (XXI, 40) (223).

The height of the vessel comes to 73 cm,, the diameter to
29 cm,, and the length of the handle to 15 cm. The rim is a
little flattened. The foot has a ring-shaped broadening at the
bottom, and a broad recess beneath, Variaus variants of similar
feet exist in great numbers among the excavation materialsx of
the Khersonesos and Kerkinitida, They are also found in the
Bosphorus, Their diamter is from 6,2 to 6, 5 cm. The dhape of
the depression under the base Ix varies from flatter ones to
narrower and deeper ones,

A number of analogous examples have been ireserved in
kilns of the end of the Ilird or of the Ilnd c. BC, brought to
light by excavations (224) in 1955-1957, Amphoras of just this
sort were found, as V.V, Borisova reports, in "farm" No, 25
(225).

Fourth type of Khersonesos amphoras
(Ilird - Ilnd c, BC)

A second variant of the amphora of the III - II c, BC
is distinguished by the conical shape of the trunlf, the sharp
break of the shoulders, upon which there is placed a long,
straight neck which bells slightly in its upper part. The foot
is small, and has the shape of a half-roller, sliced off beneath
as it were, with a recess underneath. In the center of the
recess there is ordinarily a small step.

These vessels are always of small dimensions. One example
is in the Yalta museum. The hx height of the amphora is 53cm.,
the diameter is22 cm.poacndm On the handle there is a stamp
which makes it possible to date it to the end of the Ilird c,
or to the Ilnd c, BC (226). The foot has been lost.

Another amphora irTthe same museum is unstamped; it has
a body and neck of X analogous shape. Its height is 48 cm, and
its diameter is 18 cm. The small foot has a roller-like broa
dening in its lower part, and a broad recess beneath.

An unstamped amphora of the same type is preserved in the
Khersonesos museum (227) (XXI, 41), Its foot, similar to that
of the Yalta one, has the shape of half a roller, with a broad
recess beneath, in the center of whidh there is a step. This
second type of ^""ellenistic amphoras is reliably attested and
dat|d finds of late years at Khersonesos and in its neighbor-
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Fifth type of Kharsonssos amphoras
(Imitation of thecontainers of other centers)

10.0<

The lintibaMmHrnaifi counterfeiting of amphoras in imitation

of the shape of the ceramic containers of other centers was

a phenomenon which waz widespread among the Greek towns,
and is attested by amphoras of Thasos, Herakleia, Sinope,
and other production centers.

During the IVth - Ilird c. BC period there were episodically
prepared in Khersonesos amphoras imitating the type of MEaaeeiitex
Herakleia Pontlca. Two of these are reproduced by R. B,
if Akhmerov (229)» Another was published by V, Grace, The
vessel was found in 1922 on the site of the ancient acropolis
of Byzantium, and it is in the Istanbul museum, (230),

Among the amphoras of imitative type there is a curious
example preserved in the s Eupatoria museum. What is involved
here is a neck of clay characteristic for Khersonesos manufac
tures, but corresponding in its shape to Solokha patterns of
the IVth c, BC, Presumably the vessel was feeavy-bey©Bd=F^^5ir;
and the potter was obliged to add to it a third handle, \

At the end of the Ilird and in the Ilnd c, BC there were
put out a t Khersonesos small amphoras the handles of which,
in the manner of those of Rhodes, are raised high and bent
sharply outward.

Excavations of recent years at Khersonesos and in its
neighborhood have revealed new and extensive material, the
further study of which will enrich our knowledge regarding
the local ceramic containers.
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Eiq eiinopiov dans le timbrage amphorique
DE Chersonese*

Yvon Garlan — Universite de Rennes II

Cette notice n'a pas d'autre ambition que d'introduire dans I'etude
d'ensemble du sujet un document original et d'acces difficile : la legende
AGavaiou / eii; epjiopiov (a sigma angulaire ou lunaire) qui figure, repartie

en deux lignes superposees, sur deux matrices ou cachets amphoriques de
Chersonese taurique'. Les timbres sur anses qui en sont issus ont une forme
caracteristique en gouttiere"^, qui a ete adoptee, a Chersonese et nulle part
ailleurs, surtout au debut de la periode de timbrage, dans les deux tiers des
370 matrices enregistrees et, de fafon plus ou moins exclusive et marquee, par
54 % des 121 magistrats connus^.

Cette legende se distingue de celle que Ton rencontre normalement a
Chersonese (avec 93 % des magistrats'̂ ), par I'absence de toute titulature

* rpToute la bibliographie mentionn6e dans cette notice est en langue russe, sauf
celle de la n. 18. Je remercie vivement M. V. I. Kac, dminent spdcialiste des timbres
amphoriques de Chersonese, de I'aide qu'il m'a apportee.

1. Voir la photographie publide par V. V. Borisova, Les timbres ceramiques de
Chersonbse et la classification des amphores chersonesiennes, dans NE, 11, 1974, pi.
XV, 9. La bibliographie generale du sujet a ete prdsentee et critiqude par V. I. Kac et
S. Ju. Monachov, Histoire et perspectives d'dtude des amphores commercials de
Chersonese, dans Recueil historiographique, Ed. Univ. Saratov, 1983, p. 75-90.

2. Ces timbres ont visiblement ete imprimds aI'aide de cachets gravds sur la partie c
convexe d une anse d'amphore : voir S. Ju. Monachov, Sur les cachets destinds au
timbrage des amphores chersondsiennes, dans SA, 1981, 2, p. 270.

3. V. I. Kac, Typologie etclassification chronologique des timbres chersondsiens
demagistrats, dans VDl, 1985, 1, p. 89-90.

4. V. I. Kac, op. at., p. 90. ^
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(astynome ou, beaucoup plus rarement, agoranomeS). Qn ne peut des lors se
prononcer avec certitude sur la signification du nom propre AGavaiou. Le
plus vraisemblable, par analogic avec le reste du materiel chersonesien, est
assurement de le considerer comme celui d'un magistrat®- bien que d'aucuns
aient voulu y voir un de ces "fabricants""' qui figurent parfois dans ce
timbrage (chez 12 %des magistrats) sous une forme abregee, ou bien meme y
retrouver le nom d'un sancmarre d'Athena responsable de la fabrication des
amphores, d'oii pourraient egalement provenir des timbres portant les termes
'lepd^...

L'indication eiq epTtoptov est unique dans le timbrage amphorique grec, et
je n'en connais pas d'autre qui y apparaisse avec cette preposition. II est
certes tentant, faute de tout autre parallele, de la comparer au qualificatif de
TauptKov qui est adjoint, en seconde ligne, au meme nom 'A0avatou sur
d'autres timbres de Chersonese. Mais ce qualificatif est de signification au
moins aussi obscure que l'indication precedente, meme si on le rapproche des
termes de SkuGikov ou de Aapooiov qui figurent isolement sur d'autres types
chersonesiens®.

Ceux qui out considere que tous ces timbres depourvus de titulature
formaient un ensemble coherent les ont dates soit de la fin IlP-debut II«
siecle>o, soit du milieu du III=". Mais s'il est vrai que notre Athanaios est un
magistrat s'identifiant a un astynome connu par ailleurs par des matrices de
composition normale, on peut alors avancer, d'apres la derniere etude
chronologique des timbres chersonesiens, une date differente et un peu plus
precise : il se rangerait dans un groupe de 38 astynomes presentant en
premiere ligne le nom du magistrat sans patronyme et, en seconde, sa

5. Ces 6ponymes amphoriques etaient en r6alit6 de pseudo-dponymes, qui ne
servaient pas i dater les actes publics de la citd de Chersonese. Voir, par ex.
B. Ju. Michlin, Sur I'dtude des timbres cdramiques de Chersonfese, dans VDI, 1979, 2,
p. 139-140.

6. R. B. Achmerov, Sur les timbres d'astynomes de la Chersondse helldnistique,
dans VDI, 1949, 4, p. 103 ; V. I. Kac, op. cit., p. 96.

7. V. V. Borisova, op. cit., p. 122.
8. B. Ju. Michlin, op. cit., p. 154.
9. B. N. Grakov, Le terme IicuGai et ses ddrivds dans les inscriptions du nord de

la mer Noire, dans KSIIMK, 16, 1947, p. 80-83, y a vu des qualificatifs d'ateliers
publics ; cf. V. V. Borisova, op. cit., p. 104-105 et 109 ; B. Ju. Michlin, op. cit.,
p. 154.

10.R. B. Achmerov, op. cit., p. 103, 112 ; V. V. Borisova, op. cit., p. 104 et 122.
11. B. Ju. Michlin, op. cit., p. 156.
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titulature et meme, de fagon encore plus precise, dans un sous-groupe final
I C de 9 astynomes qui se distinguent par la diffusion des cachets plats, la
presence de monogrammes et la frequence des titulatures abregees'^. S'il est
vrai d'autre part que le timbrage amphorique de Chersonese a commence vers
310'3, le magistrat Athanaios daterait done environ de 284-275.

II n'y a rien la, en tout cas, qui permette de comprendre pourquoi, dans le
timbrage amphorique de Chersonese, figure une fois la mention eiq epitoptov.
Aussi bien aucune des diverses explications avancees par les specialistes
n'est-elle vraiment convaincante. S'il s'agit d'amphores destinees a

I'exportation''^, on ne comprend pas qu'elles soient si peu representees dans le
materiel chersonesien trouve en dehors de Chersonese'5... Pour envisager que

le sanctuaire d'Athena designait ainsi la partie de sa production amphorique
qui etait destine a la vente'®, il faudrait au moins admettre, contre toute
vraisemblance, que tel est bien le sens du terme 'AGavaiou... Supposera-t-on
alors qu'on ait voulu de la sorte preciser la sphere d'activite du magistrat
Athanaios, sa specialisation dans la surveillance des activites portuaires''' ?

La solution est, me semble-t-il, d'autant plus difficile a trouver que la
signification generale du timbrage amphorique a Chersonese aussi bien que
dans les autres centres reste problematique. Les seules (quasi-) certitudes
auxquelles nous puissions pour le moment aboutir dans les centres les mieux

12. V. I. Kac, op. cit., p. 92 et 103.
13. V. I. Kac, op. cit., p. 100-101 et 103. B. Ju. Michlin, op. cit., p. 141, le faisait

remonter aux environs de 330 et A. B. Kolesnikov, Les timbres ceramiques provenant
des fouilles des proprietes situees pres du phared'Eupatoria (Majak), dans VDI, 1985,
2, p. 74, se prononce pour les annees 320.

14. V. V. Borisova, Les anses d'amphores h noms d'astynomes de la Chersonese
ancienne, dans VDI, 1949, 3, p. 92 ; R. B. Achmerov, op. cit., p. 103-104 ;
A. A. Nejchardt, Les timbres chersonesiens comme source d'etude des relations
commerciales de Chersonese et du Bosphore h I'epoque hellenistique, dans Les
prohlemes de I'histoire socio-economiqiie du monde antique, Moscou-Leningrad,
1963, p. 315 ; L. A. El'nickij, Sur des inscriptions grecques, peu etudiees ou perdues,
du nordde la merNoire, dans VDI, 1964, 1,P- 115.

15. V. A. LatySeva, Les timbres ceramiques provenant des fouilles de
I'etablissement de Masliny dans le nord-ouest de la Crimee, Erevan, 1979, p. 337.
R. B. Achmerov, op. cit., p. 103, signale 30 timbres de ce type au musee de
Chersonese et V. V. Borisova, op. cit., p. 122, en signale d'autres h Kerkinitis, Olbia,
Istria, Myrmekion.

16.B. Ju. Michlin, op. cit., p. 155.
17. V. A. Latyseva, op. cit., p. 337-338.
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connus (Thasos,Sinope, Rhodes, Cnide) sent: 1) qu'il emanait d'un magistral
et avail done un caraclere public ; 2) qu'il s'adressail a des conlroleurs
specialises dans leur fonclion el non a la masse des consommaleursis. Ce

cadre esl Irop vasle pour nous permellre, a lui seul, de resoudre I'enigme
posee.

18. Dans rattente de la publication du premier tome du corpus des timbres
amphonques thasiens, voir Y. Garlan, Quelques nouveaux ateliers amphoriaues a
Thasos, dans BC//, Suppl, Y///. 1986, p. 271-273. P q a
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